
Home learning grid for school closure Week 8 (25 – 29 May) Primary 5 

Writing  HWB   Technology  

 

Limerick Lesson 1  

 

LI To understand rhyming patterns 

LI To identify features of a type of poetry 

 

Your literacy assignment this week is to write a type of poem 

called a limerick. Before you tackle this challenge, we would like 

you complete 3 warm up tasks. 

  

The document is called Introduction to Limerick Writing Tasks 

and can be found in the 25th May folder Files in the General 

channel in Teams. Work through each of the three tasks. 

 

Task 1 - is to watch a video – here is the link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68sZEkw4k2M 

 

Task 2 - is a rhyming game, more details on the sheet. 

 

Task 3 - is to study two limericks and work out the features of 

this type of poetry. Further details, again, can be found on the 

accompanying sheet! 

 

LI – To sustain levels of fitness 

Workout with Joe Wicks  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rY

Q 

 

AND/OR  

Try to beat your score from last week’s SportsHall Home 

Pentathlon 

 

AND 

 

LI: To build and complete an obstacle course 

Practise both your cognitive (thinking) and physical skills by 

creating an obstacle course in your house/ garden! 

 

Look around – what can you see that you can climb or jump over, 

crawl under, jump into...jump out of!? Get your thinking cap on. 

Once you’re happy with your finished course, time yourself to see 

how fast you can do it! Share some photos on SHARE YOUR 

LEARNING channels! 

 

You can watch these videos for some inspiration!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NdJtdfYoMc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkPUqZ5fEHo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBg8fMAtHig 

 LI-To know how to stay safe online    

If you need to, re-watch Episode 1: “Block Him Right Good, Alfie!” with 

your parent/carer if possible, at       

www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/watch/  

Look at the Resource Sheet, Alfie’s Profile (in General, Files 25th May). 

Alfie has taken some important steps to make sure that he is safe when 

he is making videos and posting them online.  

1. Write down four steps Alfie has taken, either on the 

Resource Sheet or paper. Once you’ve completed all the 

questions look at the answer sheet and see if you missed any 

steps. 

Activity 2: Being kind online, remember Episode 1 of Play Like Share.   

2. Who wrote a mean comment about Alfie?  

3.  Who ‘liked’ the comment?  

4.  Why wasn’t this a kind thing to do?  

5.  What positive words could Ellie, Alfie and Sam use to 

describe each other?  

6. See Resource Sheet: Being kind online. Write as many 

positive words and phrases as you can think of next to each 

character, using any clues in the video to help. Alternatively, 

you can draw pictures of each character and add positive 

words to describe them.  

 IDL/China Maths/Numeracy  Literacy  
LI – To research and present a display of knowledge 

 

It is our final focus on China this week. There are two tasks.  

Task 1 is to complete your research on your chosen area of China. 

You have two key questions still to answer as you came up with five 

a few weeks ago. But between 3 and 5 key questions is acceptable, 

so don’t worry if you haven’t got through it all. 

 

Task 2 (to be done at a different time to task 1, see the last box 

on the grid) is to present your learning as a display of your 

knowledge. It can be a booklet, leaflet, poster, PowerPoint, Word 

docs, Keynote ... you could even do a talk and film it!  

 

 

 

From the perimeter and area maths plan in FILES  

L.I. To calculate the perimeter of a polygon 

Task 5 – Begin with White Rose Theme 4 – Measuring Perimeter 

pages 25 to 29  

(the page numbers are at the bottom of each slide) 

Read and do the activities provided. (Go as far as you can with 

this. You might only do one or two pages. You may do all. Do what 

suits you best.) 

 

Then do one of the three TEAMS Assignment worksheets:  

Helping Hand (This task is for you if you are more confident 

adding smaller numbers) 

Core (This task is for you if you are confident with adding and 

multiplying using your main multiplications tables 2 – 10) 

Stretch (This task is for you if you are gaining confidence 

working with decimal numbers). 

You must complete the WORD document worksheet online by 

typing in your answers and then submit it to ASSIGNMENTS.  

Limerick Lesson 2 
 

TEAMS LITERACY ASSIGNMENT 

LI – To write a limerick 
 

Live on Teams – Monday 25th May 2020 
Due Date - Monday 1st June 2020 
You should have completed the introduction to Limericks 

(Limerick Lesson 1) warm up tasks before trying this 

Assignment. 
Below is a link to a video giving further information about 

limericks watch this first! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvdve0Mxdjk 
  
The LI and SC for the Assignment is on Teams along with an 

important help sheet which you should read and use before 

writing your limerick. Remember to check each success criteria 

to make sure your writing follows the limerick rules. We look 

forward to reading your submissions! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68sZEkw4k2M
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NdJtdfYoMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkPUqZ5fEHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBg8fMAtHig
http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/watch/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvdve0Mxdjk


Maths/Numeracy  Reading   Science and Technologies 

From the perimeter and area maths plan in FILES 

L.I. To calculate the perimeter of a polygon 

Task 6 – Work out the perimeter of the rooms on the 

worksheets in files this week 

Use what you have learned about perimeter to try one of the 

‘perimeter of rooms’ worksheets. There are three levels of 

challenge - do the one that suits you best. The worksheet files 

are called ‘Perimeter of Rooms’. Find them on the General 

channel in Files in this week’s learning folder. 

  

Next week we will post the answers so you can check your 

learning and give yourself some feedback. 

LI To design a mind map to make connections 
Read your school novel for 20mins. 

Look at the reading detectives roles in your home learning toolkit (and in 

Files and on the P5 page of the school website) 

Some of you will still be reading the novel from school or you may have 

moved onto free online books or books in your house. Remember the reading 

detective tasks can be used with any book. This week we are Mind Mappers. 

 

This task is to show you can spot important things in your book and also any 

connections between them. Important things include: characters, settings, 

events and objects. Connections might be between different characters 

(relationships) but could also be between a character and a setting, or an 

object and a setting etc. Write your book title in the centre of your page 

and then begin to take branches from there to add central characters, main 

settings, main ideas. You can then take twigs off these big ideas to show the 

connections between the different things in the book. 
 

*Remember that you can still access free online books. Links to these are on 

our P5 pages on Microsoft Teams 

 

**Mrs. Clarkson has got a wonderful box outside her house with lots of 

books inside! If you’re passing 44 Granby Road or fancy some exercise to 

get there, you are very welcome to take a book from this box! All you need 

to do is leave your name and the book you borrowed and return it when 

you’re finished.  

 

LI To use knowledge of light to show how it can be used 

in a creative way 

 

Light – Hopefully you have now figured out the 

difference between natural and artificial light sources. 

This clip should help (remember to log in to TigTag via 

GLOW before using links). 

https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/film/prehistoric-night-

PRM00003/ 

 

 Like sound, light is a form of energy and like sound it 

travels too. Find out more about light here. 

https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons/CL

ASS00302 

 

 Try the activities under the video clips. Can you explain 

the difference between a light source and a reflector? 

HWB  Modern Languages Art/Music/Drama/  
LI – To Complete Ms. Anstruther’s Wellbeing Wednesday task 

 

We’ve now had 4 wellbeing tasks from Ms. Anstruther which have 

really focused on finding ways to keep ourselves healthy and well 

in lots of different ways. Keep trying out any new things that you 

learn while completing these tasks! 

 

This week’s instalment will be posted on Teams and sent out to 

families by email on Wednesday morning. Keep a look out for it and 

share your learning with Ms. Anstruther and your P5 teachers if 

you wish! 

 

 

Have you managed to tick off any of the 50 things to do before 

you are 11 ¾? 

https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/50-things-activity-

list.pdf 

L.I. To read, say and write key Spanish vocabulary 

 

Login to Linguascope (your password is on the wee piece of paper 

in your home learning folder, but email if you can’t find it) 

Go to La Comida- Los utensilios de cocina   to practise vocab for 

pots, pans, cutlery and crockery. 

 

Next meal time, teach your family the Spanish names while you 

help to set the table and during the meal. Are you an encouraging 

teacher? Who is the best in your family at learning the words? 

  

 

 

 LI To show thoughts and feelings through music 

BBC TEN PIECES 

Visit the website below to tasks using the BBC Ten Pieces of 

music -  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/ten-pieces-at-

home/zjy3382 

  

Although it is now on Week 5, we would like you to scroll back 

to WEEK 3: Draw a portrait and write a musical memory 

 

As lockdown continues, we know you will be missing some 

important people in your life. This task asks you to draw a 

picture of someone you miss and write about a piece of music 

that reminds you of them. It's worth watching the’ First…’ 

video and the ‘Then… video’ to give you further tips. You can if 

you wish upload your work to the Ten Pieces online showcase or 

send it to the person you drew to enjoy.              

https://2015sciennes.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/p5-reading-detectives-roles.pdf
https://2015sciennes.wordpress.com/
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/film/prehistoric-night-PRM00003/
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/film/prehistoric-night-PRM00003/
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons/CLASS00302
https://www.tigtagworld.co.uk/mindmap/#/lessons/CLASS00302
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/50-things-activity-list.pdf
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/50-things-activity-list.pdf
https://www.linguascope.com/assets/newhomepage2019/login.php
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/ten-pieces-at-home/zjy3382
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/ten-pieces-at-home/zjy3382


Problem to Solve  IDL/China Questions 

LI: To use logical reasoning and creativity to solve 

problems. 

 

Using any materials you have at home, try to solve 

some of the following problems. To make it more 

challenging choose and use 10 materials only: 

1. Make a device to move a stuffed animal from one 

room to another without touching the ground. 

2. Devise a slide for your mini figures. 

3. Make a leprechaun trap. 

4. Create a jump ramp for cars. 

5. Make a device for two people to communicate to 

one another. 

6. Using at least 3 supplies, make a device that can 

roll 3 feet. 

7. Build a house for a small figure. 

8. Make an invention that a kid would love. 

 

    LI – To present a display of knowledge 

Task 2 

This final task is to present your knowledge and understanding 

about China in an organised and eye-catching way so that others 

can learn new things about China from you! 

 

Your display of knowledge can be a leaflet, poster, booklet, 

computer presentation or indeed a filmed talk. Use the success 

criteria below as a checklist. Remember you can answer between 

3 and 5 questions.  

 

Success Criteria 

• I can form my own research questions 

• I can research different sources to find answers to my 

questions. 

• I can display my research clearly 

• I can add some visuals (maps, photos, diagrams, 

drawings) to help explain what I found out and to make 

it interesting for my audience. 

• I can name my research project with a name that lets 

my audience know what my presentation will be about. 

Stretch 

• I can write an introduction to explain why I chose my 

theme and give an overview of contents. 

• I can add my sources in a bibliography. 

• I can add a conclusion to summarise my presentation at 

the end. 

P5A - Lindsay.Dodds@sciennes.edin.sch.uk 
    Stavros.1.Tsarnas@sciennes.edin.sch.uk  

 

P5B –  Stewart.1.Johnson@sciennes.edin.sch.uk 

Gillian.Clarkson@leith-pri.edin.sch.uk  

 

P5C – Fiona.Sellar@sciennes.edin.sch.uk  

Forrest.Howie@sciennes.edin.sch.uk 
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